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Bathroom  
Blitz
DiD you know that renovating a bathroom 
from scratch involves every trade required to 
build a house!   

So before you take out your sledgehammer, 
ask yourself: is the bathroom still serviceable, i.e. 
are you happy with the size and location of the 
fixtures? Does the outdated appearance of the 
tiles, vanity and shower screen make you cringe?  
if the answer is yes to both of these questions, 
then a full renovation of the space may not be 
required, as most bathrooms are only lacking in 
modern fixtures and storage.  

Start by removing your fittings, such as the 
shower screen, vanity, taps and towel rails, then 
resurface your wall tiles, bathtub and shower 
tray. i recommend white as it refreshes the 
space and makes the room seem larger. Fitting a 
new frameless shower screen and mirror will also 
give a clean and uncluttered feel.

on an average sized bathroom you could  
save thousands of dollars off a complete 
renovation and it will take only a couple of weeks 
to complete. 
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Design ADvice
with Kim Duffin

Perfecting the 
summer Brow
BeautiFully groomeD eyeBrowS are an 
essential beauty enhancer this summer. not only 
do eyebrows frame the face, they can make you 
look younger and create a polished look, even 
when you don’t have a touch of makeup on. you 
can still feel glamorous lounging on the beach?

So her are two steps to perfect those 
gorgeous summer brows. 

Firstly, you’ll want to make sure your brows 
are in their best possible shape. a revitalising trip 
to the Brow Bar will take care of that! 

next, you want to make sure you have the 
perfect coloured eyebrow product. too often 
the ease of choice of powders or pencils at the 
cosmetic counter have us picking the wrong 
colour. Have an expert colour match your brows 
tailored to your features.

at the Brow Bar we are experts in eyebrow 
education and with a visit to one of our salons, 
my arch angels® will shape, groom and 
enhance your eyebrows to have you looking 
younger, feeling more confident and leaving 
ready for any summer adventure! 

the brow bAr 
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BeAuty tips
With Chernae Silk

upDAtes FROM eXpeRts in tHe FieLD

christmas BBQ 
glazed ham
For Some auSSie families all the cooking will 
be done on the BBQ this Christmas, keeping the 
heat out of the kitchen with everyone socialising 
together outdoors and ensuring great flavours 
remain in our favourite Christmas foods. 

the glazed ham is easy to master and is 
always well received. Start by removing the rind 
and cutting the underlying fat down to the meat 
in a diamond pattern. keep the ham in  
the BBQ at 200°C, away from the flame and 
with the hood down for approx. 30 minutes. 
Spoon your choice of marmalade over the fat, 
which would have opened the diamonds, and 
squash down into the openings. turn the temp 
down to 180°C, close the hood and cook for a 
further 40 minutes, depending on the size of the 
ham. enjoy!

whether it’s a roast turkey, italian roast pork, 
grilled prawns or a well cooked salmon you’ve 
got planned for the BBQ this summer, make  
sure to like aussie BBQ’s Facebook page,  
where these and many more Christmas recipes 
will be posted.
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